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Introduction
Over the last year, our Grant Thornton Forensics and Dispute Resolution team interviewed more
than 100 litigators across the country on topics not easily answered with a yes, no or maybe.
Our aim was to illuminate the trends, issues, challenges and opportunities in the Canadian
litigation environment today.
Lawyers talked to us about how their litigation practices are changing, the impact
of recent court decisions on their work, and what constitutes successful litigation.
They also shared information on other timely topics, such as their use of experts
and experience with the E-discovery process. The condensed version highlights
some key findings from our full-length report.
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We hope this report will be useful
to you and your practice.

About Grant Thornton LLP in Canada
Grant Thornton LLP is a leading Canadian accounting and advisory
firm providing audit, tax and advisory services to private and public
organizations. We help dynamic organizations unlock their potential
for growth by providing meaningful, actionable advice through a broad
range of services. Together with the Quebec firm Raymond Chabot
Grant Thornton LLP, Grant Thornton in Canada has approximately
4,000 people in offices across Canada. Grant Thornton LLP is a
Canadian member of Grant Thornton International Ltd, whose member
firms operate in over 100 countries worldwide.
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CPA/CA.IFA, CFI, CAMS, CMA, CFE
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Volume of legal disputes
Many lawyers expect the number of legal disputes in which they are involved to increase
in the next year, while an almost equal number say it will remain the same.

Reasons for a higher volume of legal disputes:
• growing Canadian population
• less personal accountability
• increasing regulations
• more demanding securities commissions
• tougher tax policies
• increased litigation against professionals

Figure 1 – Number of legal
disputes next year
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11%

of lawyers expect
a decrease in
legal disputes

Reasons for little to no change:
• the non-recurring nature of most litigation
• no watershed changes in the legal environment
• a consistent economy
Reasons for a decrease:
• high cost of litigation
• trend towards early settlement
• government/regulations defining issues more clearly
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Litigation trends by claim type
More than half of lawyers (53 percent) expect to see an increase
in certain types of claims filed due to emerging trends.
These include:
• class-action lawsuits as it becomes easier for groups to certify
• disputes involving high-net-worth individuals related to investments
• cases involving common-law spouses and the division of property
• insurance-related cases due to statutory changes
• tax-related cases involving transfer-pricing issues, GAAR (General
Anti-Avoidance Rules) assessments and mid-market T4A assessments
• d
 isputes involving the Department of Justice, which has become more
aggressive in pursuing the abuse of tax regulations
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Insurance litigation
Insurance litigation is on the increase, according to a majority of lawyers.
Close to one-third feel it is staying the same, while 15 percent see a decrease.

55%
30%

 lick here to read why some lawyers
C
believe insurance litigation is on
the increase and others do not,
in the full report.

15%
see an
increase
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Class-action cases
Amongst the lawyers we surveyed, a large majority (92 percent) believes that class-action lawsuits
will be on the increase this side of the border.
Why?
• Class-action cases are often lucrative.
• C
 ounsel and the courts are becoming more familiar with class-action suits,
which will render them more efficient and cost-effective.
• In some areas of Canada, class-action cases are moving toward a no-costs
regime where plaintiffs are only responsible for their own legal costs.1
• C
 lass-action cases are becoming more prevalent in product liability issues,
disputes involving smaller groups of plaintiffs, and regulatory compliance.
• B
 usiness consolidation is creating larger corporations with deeper pockets
in which to dip. This makes class action more attractive.
Read the full report

1 “Class Actions in British Columbia,” The Canadian Bar Association, British Columbia Branch.
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Financial services regulatory
fines and punishment
Financial services regulators have recently taken stronger stands on fines and punishments for
individuals. Though it creates serious risk for executives, many lawyers view this as a positive
development for business.
Why?
Higher fines and harsher punishments
• place responsibility on financial institutions to monitor flows
of funds to ensure that they are not used for illegal activities,
• increase compliance with regulations and ethical standards,
• create opportunities for law firms to protect clients,
• establish a well-defined regulatory environment, and
• demonstrate that courts do not favour business over the
public at large.
However, lawyers noted some negative impacts
as well, including:
• executives being targeted solely to make an example of them
• companies having to invest in indemnification practices
• increased fees from audit firms needing to protect themselves
Read the full report
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Auditor liability
After more than a decade, a Quebec Appeal Court in July 2013 largely upheld a lower court decision
that auditor Coopers & Lybrand (now a part of PWC) had been negligent in the collapse of real-estate
finance company Castor Holdings Ltd.2 The results pose serious ramifications for auditors.
Four out of five lawyers (83 percent) believe the case will3
• increase the responsibilities of auditors as gatekeepers,
• highlight auditor roles in providing assurances to investors,
• increase the scrutiny of auditors,
• send notice that regulators will pursue such cases in the
public interest,
• require more liability insurance for auditors
• result in higher audit fees for clients, and
• result in a “chilling effect” and a growth area for litigation.

If auditors
aren’t negligent,
they need
not worry.

Other lawyers insist that only negligent
auditors will be impacted.
Read the full report

2 Elliott C. Wightman et al v Estate of the Late Peter N. Widdrington, Canada Court of Appeal, Province of Quebec, Registry of Montreal, July 8, 2013.
3 30 lawyers responded to this question; 78 had no comment or the equivalent.
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Expert witnesses for trial
and/or consulting
A testifying expert is hired for trial, and develops working papers and the expert report. A consulting
expert typically advises on discovery and legal strategy, and assists with cross-examination. Some lawyers
use the consulting expert for mediation, while reserving the testifying expert for trial.
Lawyers say that privilege is the key factor in retaining
a consulting expert. They also hire such experts to
• provide advocacy advice,
• identify issues with the testifying expert’s opinion,
• assist in cross-examination, and
• provide candid answers while maintaining privilege.
Read the full report
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Hiring expert witnesses
More than half of lawyers indicate that experts are hired primarily through external counsel, rather than
by the client or through other means. Approximately one-quarter says that it depends on the case.
Figure 2 – Hiring of experts

57 26 11 7
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experts are hired through
external counsel
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Why are experts hired?
•  to ensure expert independence
over for more information
•  toRoll
preserve
litigation privilege
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•  because clients tend to accept
counsel’s recommendation
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Top criteria for an expert witness
Respondents were asked to rank the criteria for selecting an expert. Credentials was selected as No. 1
by more than half of the lawyers, followed by level of independence and number of times testifying.
Lawyers also identified as important the ability to articulate the matter at hand, the ability to withstand
cross-examination, and the expert’s reputation in similar cases.
Figure 3 – Top 3 Rankings:

Credentials

Level of independence
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Expert independence
The vast majority of lawyers (85%) believe that an expert needs to be independent. Lawyers note
that judges are more likely to accept report findings if they believe the expert to be independent,
rather than a “hired-gun.”
Some expert organizations have instituted rigorous internal standards
(ethical walls) to keep clients and lines of business separated in order
to preserve “independence” at business unit and/or service line levels.
Ten percent of lawyers say that expert independence
is not necessarily a deciding factor. Here is their reasoning:
• Independence is a consideration rather than a requirement.
• Independence is one of many criteria that need to be considered.
• There is always a business reason or bias for an expert.
• Prefer to define it as full compliance with Rule 53.
Read the full report
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Expert working papers
Outside of Canada, there have been cases in which opposing counsel agreed
in advance to not require the production of expert working papers or drafts.
Instead, they relied solely on the expert report.
Figure 4 – Feasibility of not requiring expert working papers*
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* multiple responses allowed

Read the full report
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Alternative approaches
for using expert witnesses
Canadian courts are experiencing the use of expert witnesses in non-traditional ways. Almost half of the
lawyers say they are seeing cases that involve alternatives to experts being examined separately during trial.
Jointly appointed expert(s)—An approach by which both sides agree to the expert.
Lawyers note that this approach
• can promote settlements,
• is feasible provided both sides can agree on the expert, and
• is more likely to occur if the expert has strong credentials.
 oncurrent expert evidence, a.k.a. hot-tubbing—Experts remain on the stand together
C
for testimony and/or are asked by the court to sort out the issues amongst themselves.
Lawyers say this approach
• requires both lawyers to clearly agree on how it proceeds,
• may give a false perception that the two experts are equal, and
•	once resulted in a case in which the two experts did not agree on
anything, thus defeating the purpose of the approach.
Expert conferences—The parties’ experts present their evidence, describing
points of agreement and disagreement. Lawyers find that expert conferences
• are helpful,
• promote settlements, and
• have been used for mediation and arbitration.
Approximately one-third of lawyers prefer the conventional system to any of the alternatives above.
Read the full report
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E-discovery impact
Technology has rapidly affected the ways in which lawyers interact, and nowhere is this more apparent
than the process of electronic discovery (E-discovery). Pretrial, litigators identify the information they
want from opposing parties and then request it in electronic form. Sophisticated digital techniques are
often required to unearth desired findings from the voluminous digital form.
While half of lawyers do not believe that the costs of
E-discovery impact whether clients will move forward
with their cases, many noted that the ramifications of
E-discovery are only beginning to be understood.

Figure 5 – Will E-discovery costs impact cases moving forward?
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Read the full report
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Settling vs. winning
Very few lawyers (7 percent) say that winning a case is a priority. Case facts, attributes and the client
influence whether a quick resolution is sought over a win. In general, clients are looking for cost-effective
resolutions that maximize recovery.
Lawyers offer a variety of perspectives
on this critical decision:

Figure 6 – Client preferences:
quick resolution vs. winning the case

“The key factor is to get it done for the least amount of
money and without unnecessary delay. ”
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Read the full report
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Settling vs. winning (continued)
More than half of lawyers say there is an increase in the number of cases being settled. Some find
that the type of case affects its likelihood of settlement. According to one lawyer, settlements of civil
cases are increasing, while regulatory cases are not. Other issues influencing settlement include the
backlog of cases in Canada and the expenses of going to trial.
Mandatory mediation programs in British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and Ontario have
helped significantly in reaching pre-trial settlements. The Saskatchewan program resulted in
20-25 percent of cases being settled, and another 25-35 percent with parties confident of
a settlement without court action. In terms of speed, the Saskatchewan Justice Department
reports that mandatory mediation reduced time-to-settle by 44 percent.4
Read the full report
Figure 7 – Change in the number of cases being settled

% of lawyers
Increase – 52%

4 Janice Mucalov, “Mediation, like it or not,” The Canadian Bar Association.
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Speed of litigation
The duration of litigation is increasing, according
to almost 70 percent of lawyers. When asked why,
they point the finger at the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of the E-discovery process
increase in the number and complexity of cases
involvement of more experts in trials
fewer judicial resources
Figure 8 – Duration of litigation
lax adjournment policies
delays in obtaining trial dates
Read the full report
Roll over the graphic
to see the results
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Successful litigation
Since many cases settle, most lawyers define success based on the timing of when a settlement occurs.
Early settlement was by far the most highly ranked outcome.
Here is what some lawyers had
to say about early settlement:

“Most clients look for clear resolution and a fair
settlement; few seek vindication. ”
“Clients always prefer minimum financial
exposure, fines and fees. ”

Figure 9 – Ranking outcomes of successful litigation
Settlement before courtroom
Settlement after discoveries
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“Timing is dependent on the case-specific facts
and the amount at stake. ”

One in four lawyers identified
no litigation as successful
litigation. For this group,
alternative dispute resolution
is a favourable option.

“Early settlement leads to happy clients, which
means the lawyers have done their job. ”
Read the full report
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Key strategy decision makers
Critical choices on settlement vs. moving to trial often come down to the opinion of a key
decision maker. Lawyers were asked to identify the top three decision makers in a litigation case.
While responses were divided, “depends on the case” received the highest ranking, followed by
external counsel and internal counsel respectively.
Figure 10 – Key strategy decision makers on litigation case
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Read the full report
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Litigation privilege
When in-house counsel provides legal advice within the organization, there is no question regarding
privilege. But what about conversations and actions that fall outside strictly legal discussions, when
counsel participates not as a lawyer, but as a senior executive?
Almost half of lawyers say it depends on the
lawyer, their organization, or the facts of the
case. Another 27 percent believe that in-house
counsel acts as both lawyer and management.

Figure 11 – In-house counsel: lawyer or management?
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Click here to read what external lawyers suggest
to preserve in-house counsel’s privilege
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Independence and conflict of interest
Most lawyers believe that it is important to maintain independence from their clients, and to use
common sense in doing so. For example, a lawyer cannot serve one client, knowing all its confidential
information, and simultaneously work for its secured creditor.
However, the line of independence is not always so clear.
Lawyers’ widely divergent comments highlight the difficulties
that law firms face every day:

“Conflict of interest ends once the case is closed and the
client is no longer on retainer. ”

Figure 12 – Independence of lawyer from client
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